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OevelopTieni of the Self-KnurgUed Credential System (SIXS) waB begun in late 1 U7(i and the system w.ts installed at Hanford, Washington, in early 1978. The system is distinguished by the two features that the credential is passive, and thai the bearer does not have to alter natural move ment in order to use the rredential. The first feature makes the credential long lived, :ind the second makes ii both unobtrusive and convenient.
The intended use of the SKCS is to monitor the passage of credentials into or out of ;i conirolli'd arc . It is assumed that the credential is being worn by the bearer to whom the credential was issued. Such an assumption is reasonable when the SIOCS is used to enferce the safety "Two-Man Rule" in a hazardous work area, but the assumption must be verified by auxiliary means when the S KCS is part of a physical security system. Tin-SKCS is used as part of the Plutonium Protection System (PPS) demonstration at Han lord libicb is rtJiK-erru'd both with physical security of material and the safety of personnel. The SlXS is used ir. three places in the PPS. One installation is near the entrance to the vault personnel cor ridor, the second is located within the identification hooth along the same corridor, and the third is at tir* •.-ntram-e td ihe MOC/M.\C System area. This report provides a discussion of the concept and major features of the SKCS followed by ;i detailed description of the component eleci.'or-ics.
THE SEJJ--ENERGIZED CKE13KNTIAI. SYSTEM KOH TI1K P'.UTONIUM PROTECTION SYSTEM System Description Tin-enncept of the SKCS is sot forth, the major components are identified, the coding method explained, ami the results oi testing for the effects of the system upon heart pacemakers urt-sumrriafized.
Concept of Operation
The htisic idea of the SECS is to use the coupling between a Fixurj loop and u moving loop to transfer power from the fixed to the movini; loop in order to semi an identification code hack to the fixed loop. The fixed loop is large enough to provide a passageway through its interior and is referred to as the "portal" loop. The moving loop is wound on a frame which contains a primed rireiut card on which the code is permanently stored to Torm u credential. The porta) loop trans mits i continuous tone at 110 kHz, and the credential transmits the code in bursts of a 55-kIJ.. tone (figure 1). /\ diplexer is used to separate the two signals at the portal loop. The 55-kH/ tone burst is amplified, converted to binary form in the decoder, and tested to see if certain for mat and parity conditions are met. If the binary code is validated, it is made available for trans mission to an operations center. Each nJ' the major components will be treated fully in later sections after two topics of overall interest are treated. The second part of ihr study was a search through the literature of biological effects due to
• •li-rlromagnelic fit-Ids. The conclusion of the literature search is that the threshold for signifi cant human biological effects due to brief repented exposures to unmodulated magnetic fields mar 100 klls is probably in excess of 10 " teslas, The maximum licit) density anywhere in tin-portai -4 occurs adjacent tn Mir-portal frame and docs not exceed 10
testae. It appears laat tlnre is an adoquatt* margin for safe use of the portal.
KI i*o sections i>f ihis report ' c credential, n-speclivelv.
• in dvta'l the components associated with the Jvrn-. ~T The comparator action of AH2-4 converts this to i.. succession of 32 puls"s with an individual pulse width of half the period of a n5-kHz sinewave. This would also be the output of Ul, except thid the combination of H21 and CU provide a retrigger which does not allow the output of LT to fall until after the :52nd pulse from \H2-4, This rei rigger-feature is the means of converting a 'i'>-k\\y burst inio a pulse of comparable width and provides the desired binary one. A nonzero output from L-T to tlic 'ecoder is prohibited unless the moan positive signal level exceeds the threshold set by KH at the input to AR2-:<.
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, ' A sync hit error in either of Uiu two words inhibits the data valid signal. The data valid signal is sent to 'he operations center only if both ISD-codc groups puss the sync checks and the parity check. The data valid signal also transfers the comparator output to a holding register to await a transmission request from the operations center. If the checking process is not successful, the process simply continues at the dock rate until either a data valid signal is generated or the credential is withdrawn. The minimum time required for checking is 48 hit periods or about 2ft ins, IIIJWI-VIT, the synr and parity bits may not be in their correct bit positions initially and 2.' 1 bit periods must be allowed to shift them from the most extreme wrong position. Another 24 hit peiMoiij: must also IK--Jlov.ed for signal growth and decay as the credential moves through llii) portal, and The total time which should be allowed is 5fi ms. AI'IMZMHX -\ I'h. I.'IL' .t!tttttf!UOt!S hi-x.nli-inii.il codes .ir<-listed h-low, in usci-ndine order. [I is not obvious that llq (H4) is symmetrical ubout J.
• 0, but symmetry can h<-shown as follows.
Substitute -/ throughout l\q (L14) and <-quat" the argument to that of Ivq (H4), cross multiply, simplify, and an identity will appear.
idz'6 <o, a. e.ich corresponding lo both the* multiplexor inputs and to the three rows of a wire code table (Kigurc Kl). Curtain bite which are fixed :.-.re already filled in on this worksheet. AH an example consider the HD'Code in the text, AA55, and Till in Step I of Figure K2 .
Step 2 consists of enter ing J binary one or zero into the wire code tabic according to the column content in Step 1. Th" wire rode is read by column, from the top down, converted to a matrix row number in
Step '.',, and the row number is listed for each column in Step 4.
Copies of the blank worksheet may be used for coding a small number of credentials. The entire coiling process is included in a computer program, HlilPDliS, which is prirl of Ihe drawing set (Appendix [•').
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